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And now for the icing on the cake...playing lead notes. I included the pentatonic lead note scales for the three keys I like to play my blues in. The pentatonic scale is really cool, because all the notes work in the key you are playing in...you can't hit a wrong note. Some sound better than others, but they all work. If you
study the three pentatonic pictures...you might realize that the patterns are all the same...the whole scale is just "shifted" to a different location for a different key. What this means is that you only have to learn the pattern once, and then shift it to whatever key you are playing in. Blues leads are played in what is called the
"minor pentatonic" scale. If you want a more pop or rock sound, simply shift the whole pattern down 3 frets for the "major pentatonic" scale of the key you’re in. This works really well if you are playing more than just the I, IV and V chords of a key, and don't want it to sound bluesy. If you’re really good, move between, or
mix up the major and minor scale any way you want for different feels and sounds. It's a lot of fun to strum 12 bar blues and record it, and then play it back and play lead notes too it. Above all, HAVE FUN!!! Page 2 The diagram below represents all the notes on a ukulele for the three most popular tunings. The middle fret
board is the standard tuning for most ukes (commonly called C tuning), and the right fret board is the standard tuning for a baritone uke. The fret board on the left is commonly called D tuning and is 1 step higher (2 frets) than C tuning. Using the fret board pictures, you can make a chord from the chord chart, and
whatever note the "R" falls on in the fret board picture, is the chord you are making. You may notice that some chords have two R's. This is because they are the same note an octave apart. Let’s try an example. Make the first chord listed in "Minor" on the chord chart. Make it so that you are fretting 3 notes on the 3rd fret
and the one note on the 5th fret. Now look at the fret board picture for GCEA tuning. The "R" from the chord chart lands on the C note, so you would be playing a Cminor, or Cm. If you slid this same chord down to where you were playing three notes with open strings, and the one note on the second fret, it would be an
Am. Once you have that figured out, you can move on to the Key Chord Chart. Page 3 These chord forms are movable chords, in other words, they can be made and used on any fret of your uke. Once you understand how they work, you will also understand that if you make the chord at the nut (tuner) end of your uke,
playing the lowest note(s) as an open string(s)...this chart contains all the popular open chord forms. The "R" is VERY important, as it tells you what chord you are making. The "R" stands for "root note" and names the chord. Page 4 A "key" is a group of chords that sound good together. Making up songs can be as simple
as picking a key from the chart, learning some or all of the chords in that key, and playing them however you feel like it. You can also substitute 6th 7th or 9th chords any time you want to, to change the sound or feel of your song. You may have noticed that I shaded the I, IV, and V chords in gray in the major keys. This
is because those are the chords I love and use for playing blues. Page 5 If I can understand Bar Chords, ANYONE can!!! I remember watching guitarists on TV, and they were playing all up and down the whole neck. I thought that it looked very complicated, and I could never understand what they were doing. I also
remember when I first started learning to play, trying to remember all those darn "open" chords was very confusing. In case you don't know, "open" chords are chords you play near the tuner end of the fret board, and usually have at least one or more string without your finger on it...or playing "open". Then one wonderfull
day, a friend of mine explained in very simple terms, how "bar" chords work. The lightbulb came on in my brain and the whole glorious fret board became total freedom! Not only that, once you grasp the concept...it is EASY!!! Look at the pictures below. To understand the concept we will start with the first picture. Simply
start by placing your index finger across all the strings behind the nut (the nut is the plastic thingy that is slotted and the strings go through it). Now you can make any open chord you know with your remaining three fingers . For the example in the picture, I am using an E chord (baritone uke). It is the same as an A chord
on a smaller sized uke. Now for the gravy...just slide everything up one fret for a whole new chord! The second picture would be an F on a baritone uke or a A# (or Bb) on a smaller uke. Now just slide everything up another fret for another whole new chord! The third picture would be a F# on a baritone uke or a B on a
smaller uke. This goes on for every fret all the way up the fret board until you run out of fret board! So how do you know what chords your making? It's very simple, and that's why I told you to start with your finger behind the nut, and make any chord you know with your other three fingers, and then go up the neck. I still
use this method to find bar chords. Simply start at the nut and go a fret at a time. Chords will always go in the same order, round and round no matter where you start... A-A#-B-C-C#-D-D#-E-F-F#-G-G#-A (it’s called the chromatic scale). Using this concept for example, you could make a Dm open chord with your index
finger behind the nut. Move up a fret and you'll have a D#m, up another fret for a Em, up another for an Fm, and so on. I hope I explained it good enough for you. Very often I play my blues using the same chord form throughout the whole song...just moving to different frets on the neck. Now put this explanation together
with the chord chart, and you suddenly have all the chords you could ever need! If you look closely at this picture , then using the chord from the chart, you will see that I am making an A7 on my baritone uke. Good luck...your fret board has been set free!!!  Page 6 The biggest mistake here is simply to not try stuff. I've
never been taught the stuff I play on my uke...it comes from hours of messing around until something sounds cool. There are only 4 strings on a uke, so making up patterns is easy. I plant my pinky finger on the body of the uke, and then my other four fingers each get a string as shown on the picture below (T=thumb,
I=index, M=middle, R=Ring). Every time I pick up my uke, I make up different patterns and come up with new ideas, but I'll give you some of my very basic favorite patterns and moves (little snippets if you will). How you put them together is up to you. The chord I will use for my examples is the E chord (on the baritone)
signified by the yellow dots. The blue and red dots are just notes from the pentotonic scale that I use a lot, and will use in the example below. If you put the ideas here together with the understanding of bar chords you can quickly see that these moves work anywhere on the neck, as long as you have your bar finger
down. Learn and practice them in the open position first. In the examples below the picture, brackets [] mean to pick the strings together at the same time. po means to finger the note(s), pluck the string(s), then immediately pull-off your finger(s) from the string(s). ho means to pluck the string(s) open, then immediately
hammer-on your finger(s) onto the string(s) as hard as you can. So, get your uke, fret the yellow dots, and try some of the blues moves below. Home/“Pentatonic Patterns: C Major, A Minor, A Blues Free Pentatonic scales ukulele lesson.  Learn all five petatonic scales on the ukulele with my free tab and video lesson. 
The lesson will show you all five scale patterns, chord shapes, right and left hand fingering details, arpeggios and 4 additional examples demonstrated with metronome.  A great way to start understanding the pentatonic scale architecture on the ukulele.  I hope you enjoy learning your pentatonic scales for the ukulele
they are very useful for creating your own solos and melodies.  Want the ukulele tab for free?  Just send in your email address using the form provided.  Looking for online ukulele lessons?  Fill out the Schedule A Free Lesson form to set up your free Skype ukulele lesson today. This free ukulele video lesson with tab will
have you playing your own solos when you jam with friends.  Find more free online ukulele lessons on my tab, video and blog pages. (9 votes, average: 4.78 out of 5)Loading... (click image to enlarge) Yes! Please send me the full tab for FREE Close product quick view× UD#25 The Major Pentatonic Scale: Solo Anyone?
from Ukulele in the Dark w/ Guido Heistek When I was starting out as a player I loved to play blues music. I would play along with blues recordings for hours and hours. I used to jam with my uncle and we’d take turns accompanying each other as we took solos. What a blast! My main soloing material came from the
Minor Pentatonic Scale which was first shown to me by my father. This worked great for blues songs and some songs in minor keys but I noticed that the Minor Pentatonic Scale didn’t always work on all songs. When that happened I used the Major Pentatonic Scale. So, my approach to soloing was very simple: Try the
Minor Pentatonic Scale and if that doesn’t sound any good try the Major Pentatonic Scale. We looked at the Minor Pentatonic in UD #21 and UD #22 , so let’s learn to play the Major Pentatonic Scale this week. With the Major and Minor Pentatonic Scales you should be able to cook up a simple solo to pretty much any
song. In this newsletter we will learn: -The C Major Pentatonic Scale up one string and in open position. -How to move the Major Pentatonic Scale shape up the neck to play the scale in different keys. Figure it out by ear! Here is a recording of me playing a C Major Pentatonic Scale Ascending (Going up from lowest note
to highest note). See if you can figure out how to play the scale by ear and then check your work below. Stop the recording as often as you like. HINT: I start on an open C note. Good luck! ANSWER: There are several ways fret the C Major Pentatonic Scale. Here are two: 1. Up the C string string: (Notice that there are
only 5 different notes in the scale. That’s why it’s called a pentatonic scale.) 2. In open position: Standard Fingering: Here is a C Major Pentatonic Scale in open position along with the standard left hand fingering shown below the tab. It’s useful to play the scale this way because we don’t have to shift around as much as
when we play the scale up one string. Practice the scale ascending (Starting on the lowest note) and descending (starting on the highest note) until you get used to it’s shape and sound.  New Fingering: In preparation for moving the scale up the neck let’s use a different fingering for the scale. Please practice playing the
scale with the left hand fingering shown below: Practice this version of the scale until you get comfortable. MOVING IT UP THE NECK OK let’s play the scale in a different key. To do that we need to move it up the neck. First use your index finger to bar across any fret on the uke. Let’s use the 5th fret to start. You only
need to bar the C E and A strings. Like this: ————–5————————— ————–5————————— ————–5————————— ——————————————- These barred notes are now the open notes from the C pentatonic scale. We play the remaining notes with the ring finger and pinky on our left
hand as we did in the open position. You may be able to see that we are playing the same shape as we did in open position. Only now the open notes are played by the index finger on the 5th fret. When we move this scale shape up the neck the note that we start on gives the scale its’ name. In this case we start on the
5th fret of the C string (an F note) so we are now playing an F Major Pentatonic Scale. Here is a little video that explains the process in a little more depth. Please watch the video through before moving on to the next section: Once you get comfortable with playing the Major Pentatonic Scale up the Neck and also
identifying the name of the new scale. See if you can figure out by ear what Major Pentatonic Scales I am playing in the next segment. The answers are at the very bottom of the page. Major Pentatonic Ear Training Challenge: (ANSWERS BELOW!) I am planning to do one Newsletter in September. I will put together
some jam tracks and play along examples for both the minor pentatonic and the major pentatonic. In October I plan to be back to publishing weekly. It’s been a busy summer! All for now, Guido PICK UP A GIFT FOR YOURSELF OR THE UKULELE FAN IN YOUR LIFE. VISIT THE UKULELE IN THE DARK SHOP.
Answers to Major Pentatonic Ear Training Challenge scale 1: G Major Pentatonic scale 2: D Major Pentatonic scale 3: E Major Pentatonic scale 4: F Major Pentatonic Please share! P.S. I am regularly adding new lessons to Ukulele in the Dark. Please subscribe to my mailing list below to receive every lesson right when
it comes out. Be sure not to miss a thing! pentatonic scale ukulele tab. pentatonic scale ukulele pdf. pentatonic scale ukulele c. pentatonic scale ukulele tutorial. pentatonic scale ukulele youtube. pentatonic scale ukulele chords. c minor pentatonic scale ukulele. e minor pentatonic scale ukulele
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